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ReadyPop
® 

Jr. Optional Mounting  

on a 2793 ReadyPop
® 

Jr. Base 
ReadyPop Jr. unit must be off, unplugged and completely cooled before installing it on a base. 
Reference the Instruction Manual for the ReadyPop Jr. unit for Safety, Electrical Requirements, 
and Operating instructions.  

1. Base must be unplugged. 

2. Position base on a level surface and 
lock the caster wheels into place. 

3. Remove wastebasket from base (see 
image). 

4. Set ReadyPop Jr. on base—position popper so debris bin is under the dispenser and 
place feet into holes provided, see image below. 

5. Fasten unit to base—insert a screw w/washer up through the hole in the base, and 
into the popper until snug. Repeat for each corner, then tighten all 4 screws to secure.  

6. Route the popper’s power cord into the base, see image below. Reference the Electrical 
Requirements section to plug in the power cord from the base. 

7. Attach Shelf Option (PN 121014), if applicable (option sold separately), see next page. 

8. Reinstall wastebasket and insert before use.  

 
  

Remove 
Insert. 

Lift Wastebasket 
out of base. 

Remove Insert and 
Wastebasket to access 
mounting locations.  

 

Route Power Cord 
into base. 
 

Install ReadyPop Jr. on Base 

Receptacle in Base 

Plug Popper into base. 

Mounting Screw: 
(4) 8-32 x 1/2 Screw 

w/Washer 

Detail A 
(4) Shelf fasteners 
(if needed)  



  
ReadyPop Jr. Base Model No. 2793 
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Optional Shelf for 2793 ReadyPop®
 

Jr. Base
 

Part No. 121014 (sold separately) 

 

1. Turn popper unit OFF and allow it to cool. 

2. Unplug the base/popper from the power supply. 

3. Remove the insert and wastebasket from the base. 

4. Remove the (4) screws from side of base to hold the 
shelf, see image below (shelf fits either side), see 
section view below. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
5. If Bin Stop needs adjustment (in/out), set unit on end 

to adjust the stop—remove fasteners holding the stop. 

 
 

 

 
6. Remove Old Maid Pan (if located on dispenser side). 

7. Install Catch Bin Bracket as shown. 

4. Use screws and nuts removed to fasten shelf to base 
(see image below)—(4) screws/nuts are required for 
each shelf. 

5. Repeat for other side, if applicable. 

6. Reinstall wastebasket and insert for use. 

Installation Instructions 

The optional Shelf (PN 121014, one 
Shelf) fits either side of a 2793 
ReadyPop Jr. Base (all items sold 
separately). 

Remove (4) 
1/4-20 Screws 
and Nuts. 

2793 Base, (2) Shelf Options, and ReadyPop Jr. 
shown assembled above for reference only (all 
items sold separately). 

Shelf Installed View 


